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Abstract

The Extrinsic Affective Simon Task (DeHouwer, EAST; Experimental Psychol. 50 (2003)

77) was used to assess how different context conditions lead to differential activation of

cognitive schemata in anxiety. Participants completed two identical EASTs, in which

ambiguous target words (e.g., legs, net) were categorized together with pleasant words and

unpleasant, fear-related words. Each EAST was preceded by the presentation of pictures,

activating either a ‘human’ concept or a ‘spider’ concept. Results indicated that spider fearful

participants showed threat associations towards the target words, but only when the spider

concept was primed. Non-fearful participants did not show threat associations with either type

of priming. We conclude that impact of threat associations depends on the activated context,

and that the EAST is suitable for the assessment of fear associations and their current

activation level.
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Over the last two decades, an increasingly large number of empirical studies
investigated cognitive structures and processing in anxiety disorders. General
predictions about cognitive processes in emotional disorders may be derived from
theories such as the ones proposed by Bower (1981, 1987), and Beck (Beck, 1976;
Beck, Emery, & Greenberg, 1985). According to these theories, cognitive processing
is guided by schemata, underlying cognitive structures which selectively influence
perceptions, interpretations, and memories (for an overview see: Williams, Watts,
MacLeod, & Mathews, 1997). In his bio-informational theory, Lang (Lang, 1977,
1979; Lang, Cuthbert, & Bradley, 1998) offers another useful and far more specific
model to describe cognitive representations in anxiety. According to this model,
several aspects of the feared stimulus are represented as a neural emotional network
in memory, consisting of three basic types of higher level representations. Meaning

units refer to declarative semantic knowledge about the event or situation, stimulus

units represent information of perceived sensory information, and the third type of
representations are response units, coding the basic output systems (i.e., behavioral
acts, physiological mobilization, and expressive language). As an example, people
with spider phobia would hold specific declarative knowledge about spiders, for
instance, that spiders are actually not dangerous and even useful, difficult to find,
small, unpredictable, and fear-triggering. Contrary to what is found in individuals
without spider phobia, these units are closely connected with stimulus units
representing situations and sensory stimuli (e.g., dark small spots, basement, wood),
and fearful responses like avoidance behavior or physiological arousal. Although
language labels are certainly part of the network, the network is not fundamentally
language based and only partially accessible to consciousness (Lang et al., 1998).

However, it remains unanswered how one can identify and measure the state and
activation of these cognitive structures. To test the elements of a fear network,
traditional cognitive paradigms are circumspect because they investigate how
cognitive structures affect information processing (e.g., memory and attention). Self-
reports and other introspective methods are also very limited alternatives because
relevant cognitions might be unavailable to introspection and verbal descriptions
(e.g., de Jong, Pasman, Kindt, & van den Hout, 2001; Dovidio & Fazio, 1992). An
alternative approach would be the assessment of cognitive structures and states of
specific fear associations through indirect, performance-based tasks. One such task
that raised considerable interest is the ‘Implicit Association Test’ (IAT) which was
introduced by Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz (1998). The IAT procedure
assesses the strength of the association between the target concepts and the attribute
dimension by considering the latency with which participants can employ two
response keys, when each has been assigned a dual meaning. For example,
Greenwald et al. (1998, Experiment 1) asked participants to categorize stimuli as
they appear on the screen. The stimuli were targets representing names of flowers
and names of insects, and attributes, representing positive adjectives, and negative
adjectives. Because flowers and positive words are highly associated in memory, the
IAT’s sorting tasks was easier in a so called compatible block, when the two highly
associated concepts shared the same response. In a second block (incompatible
block) flowers and positive adjectives required different responses which led to
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longer reaction times in this part of the task. The IAT represents an indirect measure
of the strength of associations between concepts stored in memory, and it was
successfully applied in many areas of psychology. For instance, implementations are
found in social psychology to assess race preferences, attitudes towards stereotyped
groups, self-esteem, and self-concepts (see Greenwald & Nosek, 2001; Fazio &
Olson, 2003). The IAT has also been used for examining associative structures in
psychopathological research. There are applications of the IAT, investigating so
called ‘implicit3 associations in recovered depressed patients (Gemar, Segal, Sagrati,
& Kennedy, 2001) and anxiety disorders (de Jong et al., 2001; Teachman, Gregg, &
Woody, 2001; de Jong, 2002; Teachman, Gapinski, Brownell, Rawlins, & Jeyaram,
2003; de Jong, van den Hout, Rietbroek, & Huijding, 2003; Teachman & Woody,
2003). Studies applying the IAT in clinical psychology showed very promising
results. Based on the hypothesis about the meaning of the IAT, associatively
matched pairings (e.g., spider pictures and fear words) are more quickly categorized
because they involve concepts that are strongly elaborated or accessible within the
same schema. Because these concepts are linked in memory and associations between
them have been reinforced, it is easy for individuals to access this connected
information and process stimuli in the compatible IAT block. On the other hand, it
takes longer to categorize mismatched pairings, because individuals need to override
these highly connected associations when performing the incompatible block. It
seems that mismatched pairings are difficult to access because they contradict the
established automatic association.

Little is known, however, about the nature of indirectly assessed associations
in clinical research and their degree of contextual dependence. Looking at studies in
social psychology, it becomes obvious that the associations measured by the IAT can
be influenced by context information. For example, Wittenbrink, Judd, and Park
(2001) investigated contextual influences on the IAT measure for racial prejudice
3Although the constructs of implicit attitudes, stereotypes, and self-esteem are commonly used in

cognitive social psychology (e.g., Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), it is necessary to define the meaning of the

term ‘implicit’ in relation to cognitive fear-related structures in memory (i.e., schemata), which bias

information processing. However, there are serious reasons to not consider the IAT an implicit measure

(e.g., De Houwer, 2002; Fazio & Olson, 2003). One rather strict definition would state that the IAT is

implicit if participants are not aware of what the test is measuring (similar to the definition of an implicit

memory test, see Graf & Schachter, 1985; Roediger, 1990). This requirement is certainly not met, because

participants usually notice the purpose of the IAT they are performing (Monteith, Voils, & Ashburn-

Nardo, 2001). Consequently, because the IAT is a performance-related task that does not ask directly for a

verbal report about the construct of interest, it seems reasonable to call the IAT an ‘indirect’ measure

(Fazio & Olson, 2003) based on automatic expressions of the constructs being tested (e.g., Dasgupta,

McGhee, Greenwald, & Banaji, 2000). For the IAT, the emphasis is on controllability, because IAT

responses are expressed without intention or control (Dasgupta et al., 2000). This paper refers to the term

‘implicit’ with respect to the performance-based indirect approach of IAT and EAST, based on automatic

uncontrollable expressions of fear associations. As often reported in the literature, automatic activation

and processing of threat-related information is a central phenomenon in anxiety disorders (Williams et al.,

1997). From the perspective of biased information processing in anxiety, McNally (1995) suggests that

these cognitive biases are automatic in the sense of being involuntary, whereas other aspects of

automaticity (unconscious or capacity-free processes) do not apply to selective processing of threat

associated with anxiety.
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towards Black vs. White Americans. In their study, IAT effects were moderated by a
previously presented movie clip that depicted Black targets in a positive stereotypic
situation (harmonious family barbecue), or a negative stereotypic context (an
argumentative gang-related incident). Comparing IAT performance in these
different context conditions, (white) participants who were exposed to the positive
stereotype showed a significantly larger decrease in their spontaneous prejudice bias
than did participants in the negative exposure condition. One can conclude that
positive or negative context information reliably changes participants’ response on
the IAT. Similar to the results by Wittenbrink et al. (2001), IAT measures of racial
prejudice were also influenced by exposure to violent rap music (Rudman & Lee,
2002), or through social interactions during the experiment (Lowery, Hardin, &
Sinclair, 2001). Moreover, Dasgupta and Greenwald (2001) found less negativity
toward elderly (measured by an IAT) after exposure of admired vs. disliked older
individuals. Mitchell, Nosek, and Banaji (2003) reported an influence on IAT effects
depending on the focus of attention. There was more positivism in an IAT task
towards Blacks when participants categorized pictures of Black athletes and White
politicians according to their occupation. The reversed pattern was observed when
participants had to focus on the race of the targets. For an overview about the
malleability of the IAT, see Blair (2002).

For the clinical application of indirect measures, these findings raise an important
question: are fear-related representations similarly bound by contextual factors due
to their underlying constructive nature? It seems fruitful to explore the extent to
which automatically activated fear-related associations are contextually dependent,
and therefore to be considered as the result of a constructive process in a certain
situations. When objects or situations associated with fear (e.g., basement rooms in
spider phobia) are stored in memory as one solitary evaluative representation, this
situation should always activate fear-related responses and should not relate to
neutral or more positive contents. On the other hand, this concept of one single
affective tag seems very unlikely because different contextual conditions should lead
to different evaluations (e.g., a basement room could be associated with more
positive valence when it solves a storage problem). One can rather assume that
associations toward an object depend on various representations, including multiple
categories that relate to the object in various ways (Ferguson & Bargh, 2003). These
assumptions imply that associations vary across time and context, depending on
recently activated representations, which then would influence subsequent judg-
ments, feelings, and behavior. The assessment of automatic fear-related associations
in different contextual situations would help to shed light on the debate about the
nature of dysfunctional beliefs and associations that underlie psychopathology
(De Houwer, 2002). Originally, these associations were believed to be contextually
independent and relatively stable over time (e.g., Beck, 1976). However, traditional
self-report measures of dysfunctional beliefs indicated that they are contextually
dependent (e.g., Teasdale, 1993).

The present investigation focused on the contextual dependence of automatic, fear
related associations, referred to as implicit associations. It was the aim of this study
to investigate the strength of fear related associations in fear of spiders using an
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indirect performance based paradigm. The question was, does automatic activation
of maladaptive associations in fear of spiders depend on contextual information?

In contrast to previous studies, we did not use the Implicit Association Test as an
indirect measure. Despite the advantages and positive results of the IAT, several
aspects have been criticized (see De Houwer, 2002; Fazio & Olson, 2003). The major
disadvantage of the IAT is its relative nature, which limits the use of this paradigm.
In the IAT, four stimulus categories are needed. Two categories refer to the target
concept (e.g., flower vs. insect), while the other two are attribute concepts (e.g.,
positive vs. negative). Because there always are two target concepts in the same task,
the IAT can only provide a measure of the relative strength of associations. Hence,
one cannot argue that insects are associated with negativity on absolute terms; one
can only conclude that compared to flowers, insects hold more negative associations.
A second disadvantage is due to the fact that IAT effects are based on the
comparison of reaction times in two successively presented experimental blocks.
This construction leads to several alternative explanations of IAT effects, which
raise doubt about the essential idea that the strength of associations in memory
is responsible for IAT effects. Alternative explanations would argue that IAT
effects reflect salience of a single concepts category (Rothermund & Wentura, 2001)
or that they can be attributed to differential costs for switching between the blocks
(Mierke & Klauer, 2001).

Fortunately, there is an alternative indirect task, the ‘Extrinsic Affective Simon
Task’ (EAST), which was developed by De Houwer (2003). Similar to the IAT, it is
based on stimulus classification, but it provides solutions for the problems associated
with the classical IAT paradigm. Most importantly, the EAST measures associations
on absolute terms within one single task. De Houwer (2003) successfully applied the
EAST to assess attitudes toward various target stimuli (flower vs. insects) and to
measure self- and other-esteem. In the EAST, responses are extrinsically related to a
valence dimension (e.g., ‘pleasant’ vs. ‘unpleasant’) as a result of task instructions.
First, participants are instructed to press a left versus a right key in response to
pleasant and unpleasant words, respectively. These attribute words are presented in
black letters (called ‘uncolored’ words). The words appear separately on the
computer screen until the response is made. By means of many practice trials,
responses become extrinsically associated with positive or negative valence, creating
what might be called a ‘pleasant key’ and an ‘unpleasant key’. In the critical EAST
phase, participants also categorize colored target words (e.g., green and blue words)
according to their color by pressing the ‘pleasant’ or ‘unpleasant’ key (e.g., green
color—pleasant key vs. blue color—unpleasant key). The colored words are those
target stimuli, whose association with the extrinsic valence dimension are to be
measured. For example, De Houwer (2003) introduced as targets names of flowers
(e.g., tulip, rose, etc.) and insects (e.g., mosquito, cockroach, etc.). In the EAST, each
of the target words is presented both in green and blue color several times. The
participants are instructed to press the left or right key in response to the emotional
valence of black (uncolored) words, and in response to the print color of colored
words. In effect, performance should be superior (i.e., reactions should be faster) on
trials in which participants need to press the extrinsically pleasant key in response to
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a positively associated word (i.e., flower words), and the extrinsically unpleasant key
in response to a negatively associated word (i.e., insect words). There should not be
any difference in performance if target words are associated neither with pleasantness
nor with unpleasantness. One advantage of color as a relevant feature is that it may
be used with any kind of verbal stimulus, and that every target word may be
presented both in green and blue color, thereby serving as its own control item.

The study reported here applied the EAST paradigm to investigate fear related
associations in spider fearful participants. The aim of the experiment was to measure
how ambiguous stimuli may or may not be associated with negativity when different
emotional concepts (humans vs. spiders) are activated. If anxiety is related to
distortions of important schemata towards danger and vulnerability, spider fearful
participants should associate the ambiguous stimuli with threat-related negative words
when the spider concept is activated, compared to non-fearful participants without
such fear schemata. Furthermore, the results of this experiment should provide useful
empirical evidence regarding the question whether dysfunctional threat associations in
memory are context-independent, or whether they depend on the specific context
activated in the situation. There were two categories of ambiguous target stimuli. One
set described features (e.g., legs, hair, to crawl); the other set described different
situations where spiders may occur (e.g., corner, walls, cellar). The critical quality of
these target words is their ambiguity; they may be related to humans (e.g., human legs,
a fishnet) or to spiders (e.g., legs of spiders, a cobweb). The additional distinction
between features and situations seems useful according to different types of
information represented in an emotional fear network (e.g., Lang, 1977; Lang et al.,
1998). Moreover, there is empirical evidence for different types of fear representations
from memory experiments on panic disorder. For instance, Becker, Roth, Andrich,
and Margraf (1999) found that information about the feared situations is processed
differently in memory from stimuli referring to physiological arousal.

To study the associations between these target stimuli and pleasant vs. unpleasant
threatening words, an ‘Extrinsic Affective Simon Task’ (EAST) was employed in this
experiment. To assess the effect of context information on associations, the EAST was
conducted twice. In the first EAST, a rather pleasant ‘human’ concept was activated
directly before performing the EAST, whereas a ‘spider’ concept was activated directly
before the second EAST. The first critical question addressed here was whether it is
possible to selectively activate these different concepts, such that ambiguous stimuli
(words) are associated with fear when related to spiders, but not when related to
humans. The second question was whether these differential association strengths may
be measured by an indirect test of associations like the EAST.
1. Method

1.1. Participants and questionnaires

Fifty-two undergraduate psychology students of Dresden University of Technol-
ogy participated in this study in exchange for course credit. After the experiment, the
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participants completed a spider fear screening questionnaire (SAS, Rinck et al.,
2002) to assess their degree of spider fear (see Appendix A).

1.2. Materials

For selective activation of ‘human’ concepts and ‘spider’ concepts, pictures of
both categories were collected and evaluated. The pictures needed to fit to the
ambiguous feature words and situation words used in the experiment. For example,
in the ‘human’ priming condition, pictures of adults and babies were shown, relating
to feature words like ‘legs’ or ‘to crawl’. In contrast, in the ‘spider’ priming
condition, spider pictures were shown, relating to the very same words in a different
sense (spider legs or crawling spider). Nine pictures were selected for the human
concept (four adult pictures, two baby pictures, one indoor house scene, one outdoor
house scene, one fishing net) and nine pictures were selected for the spider concept
(nine pictures of various spiders and their surroundings).4 The pictures size was
9.5� 15 cm (3.74� 5.91 in).

For the valence categorization trials, eight negative, fear-related words and eight
positive words (see Table 4 in Appendix B) were presented in black letters. In the
color practice phase, red and blue ‘XXXX’-strings were presented. The ambiguous
words of the color categorization trials consisted of six words characterizing features
or qualities (legs, to crawl, net, to weave, filament, hair) and six words characterizing
situations (attic, walls, cellar, foliage, window, corner).5 All pictures and words were
presented on a white background. A letter was 8mm high and 6mm wide. The
experiment was programmed in RSVP (Williams & Tarr, no date) and implemented
on an Apple Power Macintosh 7600/132.

1.3. Procedure

The experiment consisted of two EAST experiments, the first one preceded by a
human priming phase and the second one by a spider priming phase. All participants
started with priming of the ‘human’ concept presented to the participants as an
independent picture rating task (the relation between the pictures and the following
EAST was not mentioned).6 Each of the nine pictures from this category was
presented in the middle of the screen below a five-point scale reaching from ‘very
4All pictures were evaluated regarding ease of identification and their fit into the categories by a student

sample. None of these students participated in the later experiment.
5The emotional valence of the colored words was rated as ‘neutral’ by a random sample of student

participants in a separate evaluation. Different from De Houwer (2003), target words were presented in

red and blue color. This was done because green and blue colors were hardly discriminable with the

displays used in the experiment. This might lead to smaller EAST effects because the discrimination task

becomes much easier and faster compared to the more ambiguous ‘green-blue’ discrimination applied by

De Houwer (2003) (Thanks to Jan De Houwer for this consideration).
6One critical point of this design could arise from the lack of counterbalancing the order of the ‘human’

concept and the ‘spider’ concept condition. However, it was impossible to activate fear associations in the

spider priming condition before the human priming condition, because this would have distorted

performance in the latter condition.
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unpleasant’ (�2) to ‘very pleasant’ (+2). Participants were asked to rate the
emotional valence of each picture by responding according to this rating scale.

The following ‘human’ EAST started with the valence categorization task.
Participants were informed that words would be presented in the middle of the
screen. Their task was to classify these words according to their emotional valence by
pressing a key of the computer keyboard denoted ‘pleasant’ or a key denoted
‘unpleasant’ (extrinsic valence). Each of the eight pleasant and eight unpleasant
words was presented twice in a fixed random order; afterwards, the color
categorization task was introduced. Equal numbers of participants were randomly
allocated to the following sets: half of the participants were instructed to press the
‘pleasant key’ in response to blue words and the ‘unpleasant key’ in response to red
words (Set 1). The other participants received the opposite assignment (Set 2). For
practicing of the color categorization task, 10 blue ‘XXXX’-strings and 10 red
‘XXXX’-strings were presented in a fixed random order.

In the final critical phase, all ambiguous words (features and situations) were
presented in red or blue color, and the pleasant and unpleasant words were presented
in black (‘not colored’). Participants were instructed to press the ‘pleasant’ or
‘unpleasant’ key depending on the emotional valence or the color of the word. If the
word was not colored (black), valence was critical, as practiced before. If the word
was colored, they had to respond on the basis of color, as practiced before. The
critical phase consisted of two identical test blocks, each of which started with four
practice trials (two pleasant and two unpleasant black words). Following, each of the
12 ambiguous words (six features, six situations) were presented once in red color
and once in blue color, and each of the 16 valence words were presented once in
black color (eight pleasant and eight unpleasant words), resulting in 40 trials per
block. There was a short break between the two test blocks. During this break, the
nine human pictures appeared on the screen for 2 s each, with the objective of further
concept priming. Again, the relation between the pictures and the EAST was not
mentioned. Afterwards, the task continued with the second test block. All stimuli
appeared in the same fixed random order for each participant. Each stimulus was
signalized by a fixation cross for 500ms; then the stimulus was shown until a
response was made. If the participants made an incorrect response, the message
‘WRONG KEY’ appeared for 1 s. The inter-trial interval was 1500ms. The
participants needed approximately 10min to complete the first EAST experiment.

After the EAST, all participants participated in an unrelated text reading
experiment for about 50min. After this experiment, the ‘spider’ EAST was
introduced. This second EAST experiment was perfectly identical to the first, except
for the picture materials used in the priming task. Instead of the human pictures,
nine pictures of spiders were presented to the participants who rated them according
to their emotional valence before the first phase of the EAST. Again, there was a
break between the two critical blocks, and the nine spider pictures were presented to
reactivate priming of the spider concept. In all other respects, the ‘spider’ EAST was
identical to the ‘human’ EAST. After the experiment, the participants completed a
spider fear screening questionnaire (SAS, Rinck et al., 2002) to assess their degree of
spider fear (see Appendix A). In a final task, all participants rated the words
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presented in the experiment regarding their emotional valence on a five-point scale
reaching from ‘very unpleasant’ (�2) to ‘very pleasant’ (+2).
2. Results

2.1. Human priming EAST

For analyses, reaction times and error rates of the colored test trials were
evaluated. The error rates were uniformly low (mean 3.1%) and further analyses
yielded no effects in error data.7 From the reaction times (RTs) for ambiguous
(colored) words, median RTs for feature and situation were aggregated,8 separately
for trials on which an extrinsically positive response was required and for trials on
which an extrinsically negative response was required (see Table 1). For further
analyses, a performance index was generated for each participant by subtracting the
mean reaction time of the extrinsically positive key from the mean reaction time of
the extrinsically negative key. Thus, negative index scores indicate faster responses
associated with negative valence, and positive scores indicate faster responses
associated with positive valence.

In a first analysis, the influence of spider fear on task performance in the human
EAST was examined by correlating individual spider questionnaire scores with the
performance index of all colored words (RT of extrinsically negative key minus RT
of extrinsically positive key). However, there was no significant correlation between
all colored words (features and situations) and fear scores (r=.03, n.s.), between
feature words and fear scores (r=�.006, n.s.), or situation words and fear scores
(r=.05, n.s.). This indicates that participants with high spider-fear scores did not
associate ambiguous target words with negative valence in the human priming
condition.

A second analysis tested EAST performance on a group level in a 2� 2� 2
ANOVA. First, two groups were created according to the participants’ spider fear
questionnaire scores (SAS, Rinck et al., 2002). Scores ranged from 0 (absolutely no
spider fear) to 24 (high spider phobic) with a mean of 9.44 (SD 7.27). Participants
7High and low fearful participants did not differ regarding errors made in the colored trials during the

‘human’ and the ‘spider’ EAST. Moreover, none of the expected EAST effects (less accurate responses of

spider fearful participants during incompatible trials) were observable. The lack of systematic errors in

colored trials diverges from EAST effects in error data shown by De Houwer (2003) and standard affective

Simon effects (e.g., De Houwer & Eelen, 1998).
8The analytic strategy used in this experiment differs from the strategy introduced by Greenwald et al.

(1998), which was applied by De Houwer (2003) for analyzing EAST response times. Greenwald et al.

eliminated outliers by counting response latencies less than 300ms or greater than 3000ms as errors and

recoded these responses as 300 or 3000ms. However, this leads to artificial distortions in the RT

distribution by increasing frequencies at both ends of the distribution. Therefore, in this experiment

response latencies were aggregated via the median score. This represents a useful and accepted strategy to

eliminate the influence of outliers in experimental research. Moreover, this scoring procedure indicated

characteristics comparable to the conventional scoring procedure (see also Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji,

2003).
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Table 1

Human priming: (1) Mean reaction times in ms of ambiguous words regarding their assignment to

extrinsically positive and negative keys (and standard deviations); (2) Mean reaction time indices in ms

(and standard deviations) of ambiguous words broken down by high vs. low spider fear

Words RT negative

key

RT positive

key

EAST indices

low fear

EAST indices

high fear

All words 648 (83) 658 (104) n.s. �12.8 (76) �6.7 (64) n.s.

Feature words 638 (94) 656 (112) n.s. �27.5 (87) �8.0 (112) n.s.

Situation words 658 (97) 660 (115) n.s. 1.81 (94) �5.4 (97) n.s.

Negative indices indicate stronger association with the negative key; positive indices indicate stronger

association with the positive key. Indices marked with ‘*’ are significantly different from zero with po.05.
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were divided into high versus low spider fear groups (between subject variable
‘Group’) according to whether their scores were above or below the median of 9.0,
leaving 26 participants in each group. Second, to control for a possible effect of the
counterbalanced assignment of the extrinsic valence keys to the colored keys
(positive words and blue key vs. negative words and red key for Set 1; positive words
and red key versus negative words and blue key for Set 2) the between group factor
‘Key Assignment’ (Set 1 vs. Set 2) was created. As a third variable, performance
indices for feature words and situation words were included as within-subjects
variable ‘Target Type’ (features vs. situations). The 2� 2� 2 ANOVA with the
between-subjects variables Group (low fear vs. high fear) and Key Assignment (Set 1
vs. Set 2), and a within-subjects variable Target Type (features vs. situations) did not
yield a significant overall interaction (F(1.48)=.27, n.s.) or main effects. The lack of
a main effect of Group (F(1.48)=.10, n.s.) indicates no group differences between
high and low fearful participants regarding EAST performance. The type of the
colored words (features or situations) had no influence on task performance either
(F(1.48)=.68, n.s.). Importantly, assigning red or blue color to positive or negative
valence (Key Assignment) did not influence EAST performance in any way. There
was no main effect Key Assignment (F(1.48)=1.11, n.s.) nor a significant interaction
with Target Type (F(1.48)=.32, n.s.) or Group (F(1.48)=.35, n.s.).

Separate t-tests indicated no differences between high and low fearful participants
regarding their associations between ambiguous feature or situation words
(situations: t(50)o1, n.s.); features: t(50)o1, n.s.). Mean performance indices of
the two groups are displayed in Table 1. None of the indices was different from zero,
indicating equally fast responses associated with negative and positive valence.

2.2. Spider priming EAST

As in the first EAST experiment, RTs of the colored test trials were analyzed.
Again, the error rates were uniformly low (mean 3.2%), with no differential EAST
effects. As before, RTs for all ambiguous (colored) words were aggregated separately
for trials in which an extrinsically positive response was required and for trials on
which an extrinsically negative response was required and transformed to the EAST
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performance indices (subtracting the mean reaction time of the extrinsically positive
key from the mean reaction time of the extrinsically negative key).

Different from the human EAST, the correlation between spider fear scores and
EAST performance indices of all colored words (features and situations) was
significant (r=�.35, po.01). This indicates that participants with high spider fear
associated the feature and situation words with negative valence. Separate
correlations between fear scores and performance scores for feature words and
situation words yielded a significant correlation for feature words (r=�.31, po.05),
but not for situation words (r=�.21, n.s.). Table 2 displays response times
for colored target words regarding their assignment to extrinsically positive and
negative keys.

Again a 2� 2� 2 ANOVA was conducted, including the two between subject
variables Group (high vs. low spider fear) and Key Assignment (Set 1 vs. Set 2), and
the within subject variable Target Type (features and situations). There was a
significant main effect of Group (F(1.48)=7.04, po.01, d=.77) indicating that
highly fearful participants responded faster with the negative key on target words
compared to low fearful participants. Moreover, performance of feature words
differed from situation words (more negative association for feature words), shown
by a significant main effect of Target Type (F(1.48)=5.39, po.05, d=.67). No other
interaction or main effect approached significance. Again, assigning red or blue color
to positive or negative valence (Key Assignment) did not influence EAST
performance in any way (main effect of Key Assignment (F(1.48)=.17, n.s.);
interaction Key Assignment � Target Type (F(1.48)=2.7, n.s.); Key Assignment �

Group (F(1.48)=.11, n.s.).
Analyzing performance for feature and situation words separately, t-tests

indicated a significant difference between high and low fearful participants for
the feature words (t(50)=2.23, po.05), and a marginal difference for situation
words (t(50)=1.73, po.09). Importantly, the indices of highly fearful participants
were significantly different from zero, indicating faster extrinsically negative
responses, especially to feature words. Indices and significance levels are displayed
in Table 2.
Table 2

Spider priming: (1) Mean reaction times in ms of ambiguous words regarding their assignment to

extrinsically positive and negative keys (and standard deviations); (2) Mean reaction time indices in ms

(and standard deviations) of ambiguous words broken down by high vs. low spider fear

Words RT negative

key

RT positive

key

EAST indices

low fear

EAST indices

high fear

All words 621 (139) 627 (167) n.s. 18.9 (57) �31.8* (77) po.01

Feature words 609 (153) 635 (219) n.s. 6.5 (70) �58.8* (132) po.05

Situation words 633 (135) 620 (126) n.s. 31.3* (77) �4.9 (73) po.09

Negative indices indicate stronger association with the negative key; positive indices indicate stronger

association with the positive key. Indices marked with ‘*’ are significantly different from zero with po.05.
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2.3. Human priming vs. spider priming

A final analysis included EAST performance of high and low fearful participants
during both priming conditions. A 2� 2 ANOVA was calculated with the between-
subjects factor Group (high vs. low spider fear), the within-subjects factor
Priming Condition (human vs. spider priming), and performance indices as the
dependent variable. This ANOVA yielded a significant interaction of priming
condition and group (F(1.50)=6.31, po.015, d=.70), indicating that participants
with high fear scores associated ambiguous target words with fear-related,
negative valence if the spider concept was activated. Participants without fear of
spiders showed no association of the ambiguous words with either positive or fear-
related words. This interaction was also significant for feature words alone
(F(1.50)=7.01, po.011, d=.74), but not for situation words (F(1.50)=1.15, n.s.).
The interaction between group and priming condition for all target words is
displayed in Fig. 1.

2.4. Concept priming: picture ratings

For priming of the human concept, 9 pictures of the human category were rated by
the participants before the EAST experiment. The mean ratings of high vs. low
spider fearful participants indicated that these pictures were perceived as rather
pleasant (mean: 0.84, SD: .44). For priming of the spider concept, nine spider
pictures were rated by the participants. The mean ratings of both groups shown in
Fig. 2 indicated that these pictures were indeed perceived as rather unpleasant
(mean: �1.03, SD: .68). Comparing high vs. low spider fearful participants, both
groups evaluated spiders as rather unpleasant, but with a significant difference
between the groups (t(50)=5.99, po.001). For participants with high fear scores,
spider pictures were more unpleasant (mean: �1.5, SD: .40) than for participants
with low fear scores (mean: �0.59, SD: .63).
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Fig. 1. Interaction between priming condition and fear of spiders for all target words.
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Fig. 2. Mean ratings of human vs. spider pictures broken down by high vs. low spider fear.

Table 3

Word ratings: Mean valence ratings of word materials (and standard deviations) by high vs. low spider

fearful participants

Low spider fear High spider fear

Pleasant words 1.71 (.39) 1.75 (.73) n.s.

Unpleasant words �1.61 (.40) �1.58 (.73) n.s.

Situation words 0.17* (.37) � 0.08 (.50) po.05

Feature words 0.07 (.27) �0.17 (61) n.s.

Ratings were given on a 5-point scale reaching from ‘very unpleasant’ (�2) to ‘very pleasant’ (+2). Indices

marked with ‘*’ are significantly different from zero with po.05.
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2.5. Word ratings

All participants rated the presented word materials regarding their emotional
valence. High and low spider fearful participants did not differ regarding their
ratings of pleasant and unpleasant words. Surprisingly, the valence of situation
and feature words was rated as rather ‘neutral’ by both groups after the experiment
(see Table 3).
3. Discussion

The activation of different concepts (human vs. spider) before each EAST led to
different associations between ambiguous stimuli and threat-related words. Before
the first EAST, a ‘human’ concept was activated, and results of the EAST indicated
comparable performance for the extrinsically pleasant and unpleasant keys.
Additionally, there were no differences between high spider fearful participants
and low spider fearful participants. In this situation, the ambiguous target stimuli
seemed to be rather neutral to all participants, and not associated with threat or fear.
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Before the second EAST, a ‘spider’ concept was activated, causing differences in the
performance of high vs. low fearful participants. Participants with high scores in a
spider fear questionnaire showed faster responses when the ambiguous stimuli were
associated with the extrinsically unpleasant key, particularly when feature words
were used. In contrast, no such difference was found for participants who did not
fear spiders. Interestingly, all ambiguous words were evaluated as rather ‘neutral’ by
both groups immediately after the experiment (word ratings, following the spider
priming EAST), indicating that direct and indirect assessment of associations reflect
different aspects of cognitive representations and associations.

These results showed that different context conditions may lead to differential
activation of cognitive schemata in anxiety. In light of these findings, implicit threat
associations towards special features of the feared object seem to be available only in
a certain activated context. With regard to the ‘neutral’ explicit valence rating at the
end of the experiments, one can assume that there is a difference between automatic
and indirect processes of evaluation tested through the EAST, and rather explicit
and direct evaluations. This would agree with results by Mayer, Merckelbach, and
Muris (2000), who assessed the extent to which spider phobic and non-phobic
participants experience fear reactions to spiders as automatic. Compared to controls,
phobic participants perceived their responses to spiders more often as automatic,
and not under intentional control.

Employing the EAST, it was possible to assess associations between ambiguous
target words and valence. Especially for cognitive structures that are not entirely
available to consciousness and self-report, the indirect procedure of the EAST offers
an alternative way of measurement. Like the IAT introduced by Greenwald et al.
(1998), the EAST measures the strength of associations between a valence dimension
(e.g., threatening vs. positive) and particular targets (e.g., feared stimuli, situations,
physiological responses). Moreover, the EAST offers some important practical and
methodological advantages. One limitation of the classical IAT is that it only offers
measures of relative strength. The EAST, however, allows an absolute estimate of the
association between a particular class of target stimuli and the valence dimension.

An additional benefit of the EAST is in the number of target concepts assessable in
a single experiment. IATs compare two target concepts with regard to certain
attributes. In contrast, the EAST allows an absolute assessment of associations with
a single target concept, but also with two or even more concepts simultaneously
(De Houwer, 2003). This feature offers promising applications for research on
cognitive structures in emotional disorders. Since fear seems to be represented in
memory in a multidimensional way, containing diverse concepts such as situations,
responses, and meaning (Lang, 1977, 1979; Lang et al., 1998), activation of these
concepts may be tested in a single task. The present experiment differentiated
between two target concepts (features vs. situations) and found particularly strong
fear-related associations for feature words in high spider fearfuls, but only when a
spider concept was active.

Another useful application of the EAST is related to the categorization
dimensions of target stimuli. For an IAT it is necessary that the classified stimuli
accurately fit into one of the predetermined dimensions (e.g., pleasant vs.
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unpleasant). For the EAST, this is unnecessary because the relevant feature of the
categorization task is color instead of valence. Thus, it is possible to use just about
any group of target words for any participant, because the categorization dimension
‘color’ is unequivocal. This would be very useful for experiments in which it is
otherwise impossible to create accurate classification dimensions for all participants.
For instance, suppose that one wants to examine associations between angry versus
smiling faces and threat versus acceptance in social phobia. In this case, the target
materials might consist of social threat-related words versus positive words. It would
be difficult to categorize the words according to the threat-acceptance dimension or
the pleasant–unpleasant dimension because some words related to social phobia
(e.g., heartbeat, audience, speech, observed) might be threatening to social phobics,
but not to non-anxious controls. Using the EAST, however, it is possible to use
about any disorder-related word because valence is not the relevant classification
dimension in the task.

As mentioned above, the results of the present experiment indicate that highly fearful
participants performed differently under activation of the ‘human’ concept compared
to the ‘spider’ concept, although all participants carried out exactly the same EAST
twice within 1h. With regard to the goals of this experiment, the results are very
encouraging, indicating the crucial influence of context information as well as high
sensibility of the EAST to measure changes in the activation of associative structures.
These results also raise critical questions regarding the retest reliability of implicit
measures and the debate whether they assess state or trait characteristics. If the
measured implicit associations and their activation are easily affected by external
information, retest reliability will suffer. Therefore, in each case, it should be made clear
whether the interesting associations represent a state or trait construct, and how
qualities of these associations such as activation level could change during tests.
Association tests meant to tap traits must show stability over time, assuming that the
associations to be measured are fairly constant. Just as there is sometimes low reliability
in explicit measures of associations across time due to its underlying constructive
nature, an automatic evaluation will be similarly bound by contextual factors. This
could be important for successive measurements, for example to demonstrate changes
of implicit fear associations in therapy. To compare indirect measurements taken
before and after therapy, one has to ensure that both tests are conducted under
comparable contextual conditions. Neglecting the influence of context information
could lead to misinterpretations about treatment effects and the success of therapy.

The results of this experiment also have implications regarding clinical-therapeutic
questions. Various clinical studies of treatment outcome have found that phobic
patients profited most from exposure therapy (systematic desensitization, flooding)
when physiological responses and reports of fear occur, indicating activation of a
relevant cognitive structure (e.g., Borkovec & Sides, 1979; Watson & Marks, 1971).
Foa and Kozak (1986) concluded that activated fear structures and incorporated
incompatible information (incompatible with the pathological elements) are the two
conditions required to reduce pathological fear. The context-dependent EAST
performance of high and low fearful participants observed in this study provides
empirical evidence for the assumption that fear relevant associations are not
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always activated, but that its activation depends on context information. Therefore,
fear-relevant activation of cognitive structures seems to be necessary to access
significant pathological elements in cognition. Moreover, differences in the fear
network structures of high and low anxious participants emphasize the importance
of cognitive changes in therapy. One goal of therapy is the disintegration of various
conceptual relations between fear-related elements in memory (Foa & Kozak, 1986).
As an example, response elements (e.g., ‘to strike dead’ or ‘shock’) and meaning
elements (e.g., ‘threatening’, ‘dangerous’) should become disassociated from stimulus
elements (e.g., ‘to crawl’ or ‘cellar’). Changes in cognitive structures should lead to
representations of lower harm and decreased negative valence towards the feared
object in memory. Indeed, in this experiment low fearful participants did not show
the threat associations, in contrast to participants with high fear scores.

However, to draw conclusions about the EASTs ability and usefulness to measure
absolute fear associations in anxiety, future research needs to address some
limitations of the present study. First, it would be useful to apply the EAST in a
clinically phobic sample fulfilling ICD 10 or DSM IV criteria. Although creating two
groups of high and low fearful participants by median split was a appropriate and
successful strategy in this study, the examination of clinically relevant phobia would
offer more reliable information about the maladaptive structures assessed by the
EAST. A second point relates to the attribute dimension (unpleasant vs. pleasant)
applied in this experiment. All of the unpleasant words were clearly anxiety related,
consisting of symptoms, cognitions, and reactions that are typical in specific phobia.
However, for future research it may be important to use a more specified attribute
dimension. If the aim of a study is to measure target associations towards disgust
and appeal, one should use ‘disgust’ and ‘appeal’ as the attribute category label. For
example, Teachman et al. (2001) successfully applied four IATs assessing the
associations between the targets ‘spider vs. snake’ and the attribute dimensions of
‘bad vs. good’, ‘afraid vs. unafraid’, ‘danger vs. safety’, and ‘disgusting vs.
appealing’. Results demonstrated that associations tested by the two fear-related
IAT tasks (afraid-unafraid, danger-safety) captured individual differences above and
beyond the effects of the more general ‘bad-good’ IAT task. Future research may
consider these effects for the EAST as well.

Nevertheless, results of the present study indicate that the EAST introduced by De
Houwer (2003) can be used as an experimental paradigm, suitable for the assessment
of fear-related associations and their current activation level. Additional research
will have to address the psychometric properties and fundamental processes of the
EAST, showing if the EAST is a reliable and valid instrument. If future research
validates the EAST, it could provide a useful method to investigate cognitive fear
structure and possible changes induced by therapy.
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Appendix A. Spider Anxiety Screening (SAS)

The Spider Anxiety Screening (SAS; Rinck et al., 2002) is a short and efficient
questionnaire based on four DSM-IV criteria for Specific Phobia (American
Psychiatric Association, 1994). The four statements concern (1) subjective experience
of spider fear, (2) physiological arousal, (3) avoidance of spiders, and (4) distress
about the fear of spiders. Participants rate on a 7 point Likert-Scale (from
‘‘0=absolutely not true’’ to ‘‘6 absolutely true’’) to what extent the statements
correspond with their own evaluations. The SAS showed good to very good
reliability, as measured by internal consistency (Cronbach alpha=.92) and retest
reliability (r=.88). Construct validity and criteria validity were good as well
(e.g., correlation with spider approaching behavior: r=.82).

Below are the 4 SAS statements in English.
Table 4

Stimuli presented in the Human EAST and

Positive words Negative wor

Pleasure Panic

Exultation To strike dead

To relax Anxiety

Happy Shock

Holidays Threatening

Enjoyment Fear

Enthusiasm Dangerous

Gladness Panic attack
01
 I’m afraid of spiders.

02
 When I see a spider my heart starts to palpitate.

03
 I avoid spiders.

04
 I am distressed about my fear of spiders.
Appendix B

Table 4.
the Spider EAST (English translations)

ds Feature words Situation words

Legs Attic

To crawl Walls

Net Cellar

To weave Foliage

Filament Window

Hair Corner
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